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FORM E – AGENCY COST SAVINGS AND GENERAL FUND REDUCTION
CONTINGENCY PLAN
TITLE

AMOUNT

Agency Cost Savings and General Fund Reduction Contingency Plan
3% reduction of fiscal year 2019-2020 Recurring General Fund Appropriations based
upon guidelines provided.
$135,873
What is the General Fund 3% reduction amount (minimum based on the FY 2019-20
recurring appropriations)? This amount should correspond to the reduction spreadsheet
prepared by EBO.
None anticipated.

ASSOCIATED FTE
REDUCTIONS
How many FTEs would be reduced in association with this General Fund reduction?
Almost all programs would be impacted by this “proposed” reduction. The Agency
would attempt to reduce some of its operating costs in order to meet the mandated
reduction.

PROGRAM/ACTIVITY
IMPACT

What programs or activities are supported by the General Funds identified?
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To accomplish this reduction, we would have to postpone some of our planned IT
initiatives; omit our normal advertising campaigns for flood and other disasters; and
reduce contract labor. We continue to strive towards increasing our infrastructure as it
relates to security and privacy. We continue to implement recommendations provided
by the SC Dept. of Administration’s Division of Technology (DTO). We also provide critical
information to SC citizens regarding protection during disasters.

SUMMARY

Please provide a detailed summary of service delivery impact caused by a reduction in
General Fund Appropriations and provide the method of calculation for anticipated
reductions. Agencies should prioritize reduction in expenditures that have the least
significant impact on service delivery.
We analyze and project our major expenditures, mostly IT related, each fiscal year. This
allows us to plan and adjust accordingly to ensure that we are maintaining effectiveness
and efficiencies.

AGENCY COST
SAVINGS PLANS

What measures does the agency plan to implement to reduce its costs and operating
expenses by more than $50,000? Provide a summary of the measures taken and the
estimated amount of savings. How does the agency plan to repurpose the savings?
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FORM F – REDUCING COST AND BURDEN TO BUSINESSES AND CITIZENS
TITLE

SCDOI’s Efforts to Reduce Cost and Burden to Businesses and Citizens
Provide a brief, descriptive title for this request.

EXPECTED
SAVINGS TO

BUSINESSES AND
CITIZENS

FACTORS

ASSOCIATED WITH
THE REQUEST

The Agency routinely reviews all of its regulations to ensure that only minimal
requirements are stipulated to carry out Title 38 and other insurance related laws. The
savings is not readily quantifiable.
What is the expected savings to South Carolina’s businesses and citizens that is
generated by this proposal? The savings could be related to time or money.
Mark “X” for all that apply:
Repeal or revision of regulations.
Reduction of agency fees or fines to businesses or citizens.
X Greater efficiency in agency services or reduction in compliance burden.
Other
N/A

METHOD OF
CALCULATION

Describe the method of calculation for determining the expected cost or time savings to
businesses or citizens.

REDUCTION OF
FEES OR FINES

We annually maintain and update a list of the fines and fees for the previous fiscal year
and the associated statute. However, no immediate reductions are planned at this time.

Which fees or fines does the agency intend to reduce? What was the fine or fee revenue
for the previous fiscal year? What was the associated program expenditure for the
previous fiscal year? What is the enabling authority for the issuance of the fee or fine?

REDUCTION OF
REGULATION

The Department completed its review of regulations within the past few months. Noted
by each regulation is the action the Department proposes to take over the next five years,
if any. This analysis can and will be made available upon request.
Which regulations does the agency intend to amend or delete? What is the enabling
authority for the regulation?
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The South Carolina Department of Insurance is committed to designing and maintaining
and insurance regulatory system that protects the public interest without imposing
unnecessary costs on its licensees. Accordingly, the agency routinely reviews its
processes, procedures and regulatory framework to automate processes that can be
automated and to determine which regulations should be modified, streamlined or
repealed. It recently completed its annual yearly review.
The purpose of the review is to make regulation more effective or less burdensome in
achieving regulatory objectives. Modifying regulations to comply with applicable law
ensures that our consumers are afforded the protections intended by the legislature.
Repealing unnecessary regulations may reduce the costs to licensees which may enable the
licensee to provide coverage to the citizens of this state at a reasonable cost.

SUMMARY

Provide an explanation of the proposal and its positive results on businesses or citizens.
How will the request affect agency operations?

